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b. High temperatures. For high temperatm'es (T>\> 0) we find: ~ 

Cv= 3Nk (1 _.!_~) . . . (21) 
2 525 T4 

Hence the deviation in the specific hearis of a smaller order of 
magnitude than that in the pressure. The temperature at which Cv 
deviates 1 0/00 trom the constant equipartition value, is deter\llined 
by .1] = 0,85. For helium at norm al density this temperature is 
found to be T = 0,9; hence except at a considerably largel' densitr 
a deviation of the specific heat from the equipartition value could 
not be observed experimentally. 

c. Low temperatures. For the theory of free electrons in metals 
it is of interest to develop the formula for the specific heat at low 
temperatures. Fl'om (17) we find immediately (T" ( &0) : 

Cv= 12.n
4 

Nk (T)3 = 8.:rr
4

• Cva> (T)3. .. (22) 
5 &0 5 tJo 

CvrtJ , the value to which Cv approaches at high T, being one 
half of the corresponding vahie for asolid the multiplicand of 

(~J is equal to that for asolid: cf. DEBIJE, l.c. p. 800. 

From (20) iu connection with (22) it follows on account of the 
weIl known thermodynamic relation between Cp and Cv that their 
ratio % approaches to the value 1 as T approaches to O. 

Physics. - "On the theory of free elect?'ons in metals" . By Dr.W. H. 
KEESO.i\l. Supplement N°. 30b to the Communications from the 
Pbysical Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicate? by Prpf. H. 
KAMERLINGH ONNES). 

(Communicated in the meeting of May 31, 1913). 

~ 1. Jntroduction..; SU1n11la1'Y. It seems natural to transfer to the 
theory of free electrons 1) in metals the considerations of the former 
paper l'egarding the application of the quantum-theory to the equation 
of state of an ideal monatomic gas. The frequencies in an electron 

1) PLANCK, Berlill Sltz.-Ber. April 3, 1913, has recently treated the equilibrium 
between oscillators, free electrons and radiation on very special suppositions, which 
for the free electrolls lead to the equipartition laws. The mode of treatment 
folIo wed in this paper may in somè measure be considel'ed as the reverse of that 
by LORENTZ, These Proceedings April 1903, where ft'om the motions of thc free 
electrons (in the case of equipartition) he deduced the law of radiation (which 
bolds 'in that case). 
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gas with the same order of magnitude of the number of partic1es 
pel' unit of volume, become very mllCh higher than in the ol'dinary 
matel'ial gases. Hence the limiting laws deduced fol' low tempera
tures may be valid fol' a system of free electl'ons up t6 much higher 
temperatul'es, possibly even in the l'egion of temperatul'e which can 
be l'eached experimentally. The considel'atioll of the dynamic equili
bl'ium bet ween the free electrons and the electl'ons within the 
molecules of the metal leads (~ 2) to the supposition, that at low 
tempel'atures the nllmber of free electl'ons per unit of volume 
approaches to a constant finite value. The same is then the case for 
the mean velocity of the ft'ee electrons. 

In this mannel' the application of the quantllm-theory to the free 
electrons in a metal leads fol' low ternperatures 'to the suppositions 
regarding velocity 1) and density of electrons, on which WIEN 2) 
l'ecently based hiEl theory of electric conduction, in which theory 
flll'thel', as was done previously by KA~mRLINGH ONNES 3) and by 
LINDEl\IANN 4), the quantllm-theol'y is applied to the moleculal' oscil
lations which impede the motion of the free electrons. On the othel' 
hand the application of the quanturp.-theory to the free electrons 
leads for high tempel'atures, e.g. fol' the region of temperatures, 
which is characterised by phenomena as those investigated by 
RICHARDSON (pel'haps even for still higher temperatures only) , to the 
theory of free electrons in metals in the form in which it has been 
developed ?y RmcKE "), DRUDE 6), LORENTZ 7), and wbich we- ean caU 
the equipartition-theol'y, Hence the qnantum-theory appeat'S to be 
able to unite both the theories mentioned into one simple and coherent 
whole. 
. By it at the same time two gl'eat difiiculties, which were inhel'ent 
to the equipal,tition-theory, are solved. 

In the first place it does not follow. any more, as was to be 
assume on the equipartition-theory, that on approachillg to 1'-0 the 
electrons all "fi'eeze dovm" S), a phenomenon whieh is contradirted 

1) At least as regards the mean veJocity. 
2) W. WIEN. Berlin. Sitz.-Ber. 16 Jan. 1913, 'p. 184. 
$) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. Comm. No. 119 (Febr. 1911). 
4) F. A. LINDEMANN. Berlin Sitz.-Ber. 1911, p. 316. 
0) E. RIECKE. Wied. Ann. 66 (1898), p. 353, 545. 
6) P. DRUDE. Ann. d. Phys. t 4) 1 (1900), p. 566. 
7) H. A. LORENTZ. These Proceedings Dec. 1904, Jan. 1905. 
8) A number of the images used here, borrowed from llte comparison of 

eJectrons with a snbstanre, such as the idea of t1le equation of state of lhe 
clecll'ons, salurated eJectron-vapoUl', equiltbriull1 with precipitated electrons, and 
frozen down electL'ons were deveJoped by KAMERLlNGH ONNES (On the importance 
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by the observation8 of Iü:r.'IERUNGH ONNES down to the lowe::;t ~ 
temperatm'es at which electric conductidty has been investigated. 
The application of the quantum-theory given here again allo'ws-l1S 
to consicler the equilibrium between the~ free electrons and the 
electrOlls wlthin the molecules as a dissoeiation equilibrium in the 
way as lately brought to the front particularly by KOENIGSBERGER 
for the pUl'pose of the theory of electric conductivity. 

In the second place the difticult} disappears which in the 
equipartition-theory follo\\ ed from the small contribution made 
by the free eleetrons to the specific heat of the metall), a diffi
cllity which - Dr. OOSTHRHU1S drew my attention to this fact -
even more shal'ply aplJeaI's in the theory of the THOM8oN-heat (§ 2). 
, The Sollltion of these difficulties can at present be adduced in 

favou!' of the appliration of the quantllm-theory as considered here. 
For a further confirmation it will be partirularly required, that on 
the theory it will be fonnd possible to ascribe to the free electrons 
in the metal at different temperatures definite densities, whieh on 
the one side bring into proper mutua.l connection the different 
phenomena which depend on those' densities, and which on the 
other side also change with temperature in a way which 8eems 
reasonable. 

This paper, which bears only an intl'oductory- and surveying 
character, cannot go so faro We will, aftel' having given some 
general considerations, limit oUl'selves to the h'eatment of thé thermo
electric power, with which the PELTIER-effect and the THO:lIS0N-effect 
are connected. 

As limiting laws for the thermoelectric power between two metals 
and for the TF.!.OMSON-effect in a metal a decrease to 0 at T = 0 
proportional to T3, for the PELTLER-effeet a decrease to 0 proportional 
to T4 are fOllnd. These 'l'esllits e.g. as regards th1e decrease of the 
thermoelectric power are confirmed by tlle present obsel'vations, and 
may perhaps give a method for a direct experimental test of the 
theo1'y 2). 

of accurate measurements at very low temperatures, Leiden 1904, Comm. Leiden 
Suppl. N0. 9 p. 25 sqq, cf. also J. BECQUEREL and H. KAMERLINGII ONNES, Cornm. 
NO. 103, Febr. 1908, § 7). 

I) These and the preceding considerations were for the greater part given by me 
before in lhe discus sion at the W OLFSKEHL congress April 25 and 26 last. 

2) Since these consideratIOns wel'e developerl by me, the al't:cle of K. F.' HERZ
fELD. Wlen Stlz. Bel' 121, Oct. 19l2, p. 1449 on rontributions to the statistical 
theory of radlation came into my hands, in which the suggestion occurs thal the 
suppositioll, according to which for the energy of the free electrolls in a metal 
a formula would hold conespondlllg to that which is vahd fol' the PLANCK'S 

--------------------------- -----
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~ 2. In order to make an estimate of the characteristic 
temperatnres of a definite system of fi:ee electrons it is necessary 
to have an estimation of the density of the electrons in the system, 
or, which comes to the same, about the volume V of tl gramme
molecule of the electron gas. It is weIl Jmown that the opinions' 
about tbe density of free electrons in metals di verge largely. To 
obtain such an estimatioll we wil! start in this paper from the 
following fact. The TBmfsoN constant, which (cf. ~ 5) may be con
sidered as the specific heat of the "saturated electron vapour", can 
he written as the difference of two terms, of which the fb'st re
presents the specific heat at constant yolllme, whereas the second 
depends on the change of the denc;ity of electrons with temperature. 
If the lh'st term is calculated according ro the equipartition-theory 
and cornpared with the vaille 91.pemnentally found, the latter appeal's 
to be always (in absolute vaille) many times smaller than the fil'st 
term, on the average abollt 1/5l of it. The eqllipartition-theory was 
therefore obliged io suppose the second term mentlOned above to 
be constantly and for all the metals nearly equal to the fh·st. 
According to J. J. THOl\lSON 1) this would be the case if the lI111nber 
of free electrons is al ways nearly proportional to T 1/2. The theory 
of LORENTZ, to whieh the mode of calculation folio wed in ~ ~ 3-5 
leads in the case of equipartitlOn, would require n (the numbe1' of 
ele('t1'ons per crn3

) to be nearly pl'oportional to T3/2 , DRUDE'S theory 
n to be neaHy proportionaJ to Tak As far as I know 1'01' no one 
of these modes of dependence Oll the temperatme areasonabie 
explanation has been given. Considered frorn the point of view of 
the dissociation.theo1'Y they hardly can be accepted as generally 

'valid. 
lt seems to me to be more reasonablè to sllppose, that fol' the 

metals the specific heat at constant \ olume itself has a small value 
compared with the equipartition vallle. If for a definite metat at 
0° U. we put Cv = 1/S0 C 00, it follows from equation (22) with 
(18b) of the fof'mer paper \. with 111 = N X 0,8.10-2ï for the elec
trons) that for the free electrons in that metal at the temperature 

oscillator, wOllld cause different dlfficulties of the' equipartltion-theory, which are 
also mentioned in this se('lion, to disappear. Cf. further the article of HCRZFELD, 
Ann d. Phys. (4) 41 (19l3), p. 27, which has just appeared; a similar remark 
was made by J. KOEr.IGSBERGER, Verh. d. D. physik. Ges. 1911, p. 934. A. L. 
BERNOUILLI, ZS. f. Eleklrochem. 17 (!lH 1), p. 689, used also Ihe PLANCK-EINSTCIN'S 
formula for the energy in lreating the thermo-electric phenomena, but in quite a 
different mannel' from the one in this paper (cf. m parlicul.1l' also the remarks 
by KRuGcn, on p. 693 ot' the same volume). 

1) J. 'ir. TUOMSON. Die KOl'pnskulartheorie der Materie, Braunschweig 1908, p. 77. 
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mentioned V = 4.103
• This corresponds to a nurnber of electrons 

!Jer ern3 n=1.7.1020
• @o then has the value 5500. 

Rence it appears that in th is region of temperature the forrnulae 
given in ~~ Je and 5e of the fOl'mer cornmunication for the low 

,temperatures, will be applicable. ~ 
At decreasing temperature the density of the electrons, for a 

metal like platinum, decreases, as follows from the THOMsoN-constant 
of this rnetal being negative. Later on in this section it will be 
shown that fol' low temperatures a finite limiting value has to be 
assumed for n. We will for a moment' suppose that fol' the tem
peratures, whieh ean be obtained with liquid helium, for the metal 
considered above V = 106

• For this density of electrons () 0 = 139, 
80 that fol' these low temperatm'es also the same formulae are valid. 
A fortiori this will be the case' if the density of electrons is greater 
than has been supposed. -

For such metals as the one considered above there will therefore 
be a region of temperature largel' Ol' smaller according to the 
density of electrans, in which the supposition of WIEN: the veloeity 
of electrons = const., is nearly fulfilled as I'egards the mean velocity, 
if in that region the density of the electrons does not change appre
ciably with tefuperature. 

It can easily be seen that this serond supposition of WIEN: the 
number of electrons per cma• = const., wiII also be nearly fulfilled 
at sufficiently low temperatul'es. The number of free electrons is 
determined by the dynamic eq nilihriurn between tbe fi'ee eleetl'ons 
in the intermoleculal' space and the electl'ons within the molecules. 
Concerning the lat ter different suppositions may be made, e. g.' that 
tIley, or a number of them, are moving freely within the molecules. 
In this case, as in general, at least at low temperatures, the density 
of ele('trons ~ill be greater within the molecule then outside it, the 
yelocity of the electrons within the molecule wiIl in the region of 
temperatul'e considered be a f!)rtiol'i constani if the density does not 
change. lt can also be supposed Lhat the electl'ons' inside (or on the 
surface of) the molecule- are more Ol' less stl'ongly bound to the 
molecule; the fi'equencies of those electrons wilt then depend on the 
nature of th is binding and perhaps also on the frequencies of the 
molecules. Be that as it may, in following up the hypo thesis l'egarding 
the zero point enel'gy (cf. the former paper) consistently we shall 
have to admit thai, when taking the temperature sufficiently ]ow, 
we shall come to a region in which the motions within the mole
cule will be nearly independent of the temperatul'e. In this region, 
in so far as it lies in the cOl'l'esponding' reg ion for the electrons 
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Itside the molecules, the density of th~ latter may be sllpposed to 
~ near1y constant. . 
It was already l'emal'ked in § 1 that in this mal1l1er two great 

.ffieulties of the equipartition-theol'Y are solved. In the first place 
i regards the contribution l1y the free electrons to the specific heat 
, the metal, the heat necessary for the free electrons dissociating 
!Vay from the molecules being included, with the values of the 
msity of the electrons and of its change with temper:tture accepted 
Jove, this is - found, at ordinary temperatures, to be only a smaIl 
action of the whole specific heat (order of magnitude 1/1000)' 

At the same time, as was also inelicated, the considerations given 
~re show how the "WIEN-l'egion". anel the "RrcllARDsoN-region" 
ay be connected together. For this a closer consideration of the 
ssociation equilibrium: free electrons ~ eleclrons within the mole
ties is necessary. In any case it may be conjectured thl1t the 
ll'Ve which will represent the density of the ti-ee electrons as a 
nction of T wiJl have, besieles the part parallel to the T-axis 
entioned aLove for low tempel'l1tures, 11 bimilar part for high 
mperatures 1) lwhen all the available electrons ha\'e been disso
ated oif), and tbat between these two parts a region lies in which 
.e density of the electrons changes with tempel'l1tllre. When th is 
Joundary curve" or thc corl'esponçling "vapour pressllre curve" 
.ull be known, the mean velocity ."'~f the electrons wilt follo"v by 
e l'elations of the former paper. Invel'sely the fl1ct that the velo
ty of the electrons is eonnected in that wa)" directly with the 
msity, may be of advl1ntage in deducing both fi-om observntions. 
We will sllppose for a moment thl1t fol' a metal such as the 
te considered l1bove 2) at 1800° K. V = .,1.102. For the enel'gy 

the f).'ee electrons a vl1lue is then fOl1l1cl which is more thall 
times as large l1S the equipartition vaille. It will l1ftel'wards have 
be investigated whether this l'esult, that the mel1n velo city of the 

3e electrons at these high temperatul'es, for dcnsities of electl'ons 
eh as follow fl'om the estimations indicl1ted l1bove fl'01l1 tlle 
IOl\1S0N-heat, appears to be considerably 1111'gel' thl1n would be the' 
,se accorcling to the equipal'tition-theory, is excluded by the obsel'-

1) Probubly this reg ion (in so fal' as it should be reulisable) lies fol' most of 
~ metals considerably highe)' than thut oVe!' which lhe ob ser vuti ons of RrCIIARDsON 
those on thermoelectl'ic powers extend, 

2) Thc numher of electrons per cm3.: n = 1.7 . 10--21 , is then still below the 
mber admitted for plutinum by BAEDEKeR, Die elektrischen Erscheil1ungen in 
!taIIischcn Leitern, Bl'ólunschweig ] 911, p. 12, in his discussion of lhe RrcHA!lDsONo 
ed 

16 
Proceedmgs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVI. 

\1 
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vations of RICHARDSON, or on the contrary whether it will be able 
to clear up ·the difficulties wbich still present themselves in the 
discussion of the RIOHARDsoN-effect. 

§ 3. The therJnoelectl,ic power. To calculate the thermoelectric 
power (fol' 1 degree temperatUl'e difference between the two joints) 

,.-B in a circuit of two metals A and E, 
we assume l) 1 coulomb of free elec

&+~p.il.'!iI .... Dj) trons to be driven round in the direc
P"'+~Pa·o",,+.wCl tiou of the arrows in the figure, cal

culate the exterual work which in 
Cl> that process has to be performed on 

lhe electrons as on au ideal gas, divide by dT and multiply by 
-1. We then obtain : 

VB 

F = 10-8 'J(ap
) dv al' v 

, tI) 

Here F is the thermoelectric power in Volts and v represents the 
volume of 1 coulomb of electrons. 

With the aid of equation (1), which ean also be writfeu in fhe 

'e, F-10-8 a (tPA-tr'B) (.Io •. ti f ) f' th 19lm - . al' <y Demg le ree energy, rom e 

values of U and S of § 3 of the tormer paper a general fOl'mula 
for F can be derived. We shall only give the limiting laws for the 
high and for the low temperatures. 

For the hig'h tempel'atures, viz. snch at which equipartition 
prevails, from equa.tion (14) of the former paper fhe weIl known 
formula. 

F = 10-S~ In VB 
e VA 

. (2) 

follows, if e = the charge in coulombs of:1 electron, 
For low tempel'atures eqnation (20) of the former paper leads to 2): 

1) Cf. K. BAEDEKER, 1. c. Cf. a1so F. KRÜGER, Physik. Zeitsch. 11 (1910), 
p. 800, 12 (1911), p. 360. 

2) We remurk thut for these low temperatUl'es the following simp1e relution 
exisls between the thcl'moelectric power und the specific heut of the electrons 

1 1 
F = IO-s. - ,-(CvB - evA). 

Ne 3 
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1 
F = 10-8 • - • 2b 1'3(VB 2

- VA 2) (3) 
Ne 

Substituting the value of b, with e = 1.4.10-19, we find 
F = 2.52.10-22 • T3 (VB 2 

- VA~) (4) 

From this result we see in the first place that the thel'moelectric 
power in approaching to T = 0 approaches to O. As a matter of 
fact the observations 1) for combinations of pure metals actually 
point in this direction. 

For a combination -of the metal considered in ~ 2 (V B = 10° 
for low temperatmes) with a metal in which the density of free 
electl'ons is twice as large (VA = 1.5.10°), for T = 4 from (4) 
F = 1.2.10-8 Volt is derived. For high tempel'atures, on the sup
position that the ratio of the densities of electrons is the same there 
as at the Iow temperatures, from (2) F = fUO - 6 is found. Rence 
at the temperatm'es of liquid helium the thermoelectric power of 
that combination would on the supposition mentioned decrease to 
1/500 (and at the Iowest helium temperatllres to still les::.) oUts amount 
at, high temperatures. 

A decrease of the thermoelectl'ic power has been deduced by 
NERNST 2) from the recent formulation of his heat theol'em. Here 
according to (4) this decrease of t1te thu1110elect1'ic power is found 
to take place finally ]J1'op0J'tionally to T3. This law, if it should 
be confil'med, and if the difficulties inherent to the measurement 
of the small thermoelectL'ic powers at the extremely low tempera
tures can be sufficiently ovel'come, may be of importance for 
thel'mometry in the region concerned. 

~ 4. '1/w PELTIER-~ffèct. To calculate the PELTlER-effect we considel' 

1) L HOLBORN anel A. DAY. Berlin Silz. Bel'. 36 (1899), p. 691. Accoreling 
to KAMERLINGH ONNES anel CLAY, Comm. No. 107b, May 1908, the thel'mo
element golel-silvel' eloes not yet show that decrease at hydrogen tempel'atures. 

Prof. KAMERLINGH ONNES further teUs JU(' thal observations by KAMERLINGH 
ONl'lES anel HOLST, which wiJl soon be published, show that this is still the 
case at helium temperatures. Down to the boiling point of helium and a hltle 
lower the gold-silver thermometer even indicafes the tempet'atures fairly aCCUl'a
tely. Hence the llnportance of the furlhel' result that, when proceeding to the 
lowest helium tempel'atUl'es the thermoelectlic power decreases rapidly to slllall 
values. Otner combinalions of metals aud alloys wel'e also investigated by KAl\fER
LINGH ONNES anel HOLST with a view lo lhel'mometl'ic determinations at the 
lowel' helium temperatures. Wilh all of them the same phenomenon was observed 
of a rapid decrease of the thet'moelectric po'ver. The thermoelectl'ic power was in 
general still considerable between hydrogen and helium temperatul'es. In these 
cases the decrease mentioned look place at liquid helium temperatures. 

~) W. NERNST. Theoretische Chenue, 7le Aufl. Stultgart 1913. p. 753. 
16* 

• 
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the work which must be done on 1 coulomb of f,'ee electl'ons, when 
these are transferl'ed at a temperatul'e T from the metal A (whel'e 
the,' may be contained between the planes Fl and F 2) to the metal 
B (where they may then be contained betw_een the plan es F'l and 
F' 2)' It -~is cleal' Ihat peculiarities in tbe boundary layer between 
the two metals call be left out of cOl1sideration. This work is equal 

'/JB 

to UB - UA + J 11 dv, where the quantities U and v relate to 1 coulomb. 
VA 

The expression represents the heat absorbed at the transfer from A 
to B, or the heat developed at the transfer from B to A. Passing 
to the quantities U alld V, which re fel' to t.he Illoleculal' quantity, 
the PELTIER-effect, expressed in Jonles; becomes 

vB 

ll= 10-7 • ~e 1 UB - UA + Jp dV!. . (5) 

VA 

We shall only consider wha,t this expression leads to for the low 
temperatures. In the first place we rem ark that the first term in 
the second member of eql1ation (20) of the former paper, the zel'O 
point pressl1re a V- 5

/ 3, does not give a contribution for the PELTIER
,effect. This cOl'l'esponds 10 the remal'k made in § 4 of that paper, 
that at tbe adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas at T = 0 extern al 
work is done at the expense of the zero point energy. The second 
term in the development of U and IJ for low temperatures gives: 

1 
II= 10-7 • -. 2bT4 (VB 2

- VA 2
).. • (6) 

Ne 

If attention is paid to the units in which F and n are here 
expressed, it is immediately seen tbat the KEl.VIN'S relation between 
n and F is satisfied. 

It appears th at the PmmER-effect in appl'oacbing to T = 0 will 
decrea.se to 0 and that tbe decrease wiU finally take place accord. 
ing to T4. 

§ 5, The TaOl\ISON-epèct. Applying a reasoning similar to that 
of the fOl'mel' section to the THoMsoN-effect we find, that, as is 
weU lmown, the THol\IsoN-coefficient (J represents the specific heat 
fol' the fl'ee electl'OIlS if in heating the volume of the elel.:t1'OI1S 

. considered is changed so that tbe electron gas as a "saturated "apom" 
remains continually in equilibrium with Lhe electl'ons within the metal 
aloms (which al80 change in temperatUl·e). Hence it is the specific 
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heat of the "satnrated e~ectt-on vapou!'''. As according to OUI' theo1')' 
the density of the satu1'ated electron vapoUl' becomes constant at 

_ low temperature, 6 there reduces to t11e specific heat at constant 
volume. Paying attention to the -units used we therefore obtain for 6, 

expl'essed in Joules, at those low temperatures 

or 

1 
(J = 10-7 • -. Cu, 

Ne 
. (7) 

6= 10--7 .2. . 6b. T 3 V 2 
• (8) 

}le 

Again it is easily verified that the KEJ.VIN'S relation is satisfied. 
Hence the THolllsoN-eifect albo approaches to 0 at T = 0, and 

this accol'ding to T3. 

Physics. - "Isotlzennals of di-atomie substIlnees ancl their binal'y 
mi,vtul'es XIIJ. Liquid-densities of hyd1'ogen between the boiling 
point and tlte triple point; e01}t1'Oction of ltydroHen on f1'eezing." 
By Prof. H. IÜ.i\mRLlNGH ONNES and Dr. C. A. CROi\Ii\IEr.IN. 

Comm. N°. 137 a tl'om the Physical Laboratory at Leiden. 

(Communicated in thg meeting of June 28, 1913). 

Densities of liquid hydrogen have so fal' only been determined by 
DEWAR 1). As a more accurate knowlcdge of this ql1antity is of 
impol'ttmce fol' the equation of state the following measnrements 
were undel'taken, They wel'e made with thE' same apparatus as 
serverl for argon. 2) 

The temperature was determined by measuring the vapour pressure 
of the hydrogen in the cryostat. The sensibility of tbis method is 
very great, as 1 mmo diiference in vapour pressure corresponds to 
0°.004 at the boiling point and to 0°.02 at the triple point. The 
measurement does not therefore requÎl'e great care being taken. As 
sbown by meas'urements by KAlllERLINGH ONNES and KEESO~f, the 
vaponr pressure may be determined by reading the pressure in the 
Cl'yostat itself, instead of in a special vapoUl' pl'essul'e tube filled 
with pure hydrogen and pla.ced in the Cl'yostat, if an a.ccuracy of 
0°.02 or 0°.03 is considered sufficient. 
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